
Automatic face identi�cationCharles Beumier, Marc AcheroyRoyal Military AcademyDepartment of Electrical EngineeringAvenue de la Renaissance, 30 B1040 Brusselshttp://www.elec.rma.ac.be/index.elec.htmlABSTRACTThis paper presents discussion and results in the �eld of automatic face identi�cation. The implementationpossibilities are presented, and the retained choices are motivated. The objective is to identify the person whoseimage is available from a grey-level camera. The approach is to extract characteristics that will be classi�edaccording to extracted characteristics of a database. One section is devoted to the importance of a properacquisition method, here based on pro�le images. Several sections are more technical and deal with the pro�leextraction, the computation of the curvature and the way characteristics are derived. This is naturally followedby practical results. Finally, some perspectives are listed to let the present work be integrated in a practicalapplication where several hundred of persons must be identi�ed.Keywords: face, person identi�cation, pro�le, curvature.1. OBJECTIVESThis research aims at studying the possibilities of automatic (computerised) face identi�cation. It thus focuseson the ability of a computer program to distinguish which person is standing in the �eld of view of a sensor.Although our aim is to achieve full automatism, semi automatic solutions can help research by analysing theimportance of unknown factors before implementation.For the sake of simplicity, the problem of face recognition (the ability to recognise a face as a face, independentlyof the underlying person) is not addressed here. The sensor data is handled knowing that one and only one faceis present. This can lead to obvious problems but as faces are rather singular patterns, non-face data normallyimply unrealistic characteristics and can be easily discarded. Thus, although not intended by this research, facerecognition is normally performed as a result of characteristic consistency checking.All the research has been carried out keeping in mind practical considerations. The solution thus impliesmemory and time limitations. In the same spirit, the algorithms must be kept simple to avoid result sensitivityand maintenance di�culties. Finally, a simple camera producing 512�512 grey level images will su�ce, leadingto a cheap and largely available sensor. We can summarise the strategy evolution as one which has searched foreasiest solutions, resulting in practical limitations (giving ideas about the whole problem di�culty) and implyingradical changes in acquisition and software requirements.



The main applications of face identi�cation include security and forensic systems. The former are used inaccess control, providing for a remote solution (no close contact or card) and storage of images useful for proof.The latter help the police in looking for criminals. In that respect, disguise or bad circumstances prevent theimages from being appropriate for identi�cation but a reduction of mug�le search is a precious tool to diminishinuence of seen faces on witness's remembering.1,2 By the use of appropriate features, but beyond the scopeof our current research, the analysis of faces can lead to information about age, sex,3 race, emotion4 and visualcommunication (lip reading).5,6 Pushed further, it could infer about social and professional category, health orfatigue.7Several conclusions are hoped to be drawn from the di�erent approaches considered (front view, pro�le andpossibly 3D). First, their ability to discriminate among the persons in order to achieve identi�cation, what iscomplicated by the natural similarity of faces (components and con�guration). Secondly, the inuence of naturalmodi�cations (temper, expression) and usual changes (hair) which reduce the speci�city of facial measures bythe computer and thus complicates classi�cation. Third, the possibility to combine approaches in order to reachbetter results.One important decision concerns the general method followed for face identi�cation. This is so crucial it hasreceived a full section of explanation. So the next section compares global and statistical (feature extractionfollowed by classi�cation) approaches for identi�cation purposes.2. APPROACHWe face (indeed!) an impressively complex problem. On the one hand, the human faces look very similar.They all consist of the same parts, although small variations of them or their con�gurations make the faces verydi�erent for the human observer. On the other hand, a same face can vary a lot due to the subject's temper,expression and accessories (makeup, glasses, beard, etc).On the computer side, the images of a face can undergo some more modi�cations due to lighting and pointof view, resulting in a very large potential variation due to contrast and shading, translation, rotation and scale.As an illustration, even the human being (the best system for face identi�cation) is disturbed when confrontedto unfamiliar persons who have changed from attitude or hair. To reduce the variability of the images, we willbene�t from the subject's co-operation especially for his attitude and orientation (see further) and we will imposeguidelines during the acquisition of images. Anyway, variations are still a matter of concern which complicatespractical issues.There are two opposite classes of identi�cation approaches : global matching and statistical analysis. In the�rst approach, the input image is globally matched with reference patterns, looking for the best valid match.Typical implementations concern correlation and arti�cial neural networks. The statistical analysis consists inthe extraction of characteristics and their classi�cation in order to identify the subject. Between both, we couldplace the model-based approach where some features are used to adapt a prede�ned model. See Mundy8 for acomparison of those three recognition approaches.In what follows, the two opposite approaches will be compared in terms of:� the human ability for face identi�cation� algorithmic considerations� available bibliography.



2.1. Human abilityThere seems to be a complementary use of featural and global (called 'wholistic') approaches in the brain.9,10,1The global approach is used as a rapid indication of feeling of familiarity9 and is obviously used at long distancewhere the resolution lacks. External parts (hair, outline) have a large contribution to the global impression andreceive much importance for unfamiliar faces.On the other hand, the statistical (featural) approach is used critically at short distance, analysing innercomponents. Familiar faces identi�cation and communication naturally use this way as it relies on expressiveparts (eyes, eyebrows and mouth). As described in,9 the feature analysis, concentrating on each part to extractcharacteristics, takes much e�ort and longer time.2.2. Algorithmic considerationsA direct matching (possibly after some transformation) of the input image with reference patterns has a verylimited success for faces. It can't adapt to illumination and viewpoint changes or imposes too strict acquisitionguidelines. The importance of hair or other at regions hide localised features such as the eyes or mouth lines. Asan exercise, the Kohonen map was used for face classi�cation11 on normalised images. The success was limitedby the di�culty to realise a valid normalisation and by memory and time requirements. The conclusion of thiswork focused on the importance of an appropriate pre-processing.In general, neural networks o�er interesting properties such as the reusability of the code, the possibility torun it e�ciently on a parallel machine and their ability to generalise. On the wrong side, it is di�cult to analysethe reason of a miss and they require a large database (and thus memory) for learning, especially here becausefaces show subtle relevant variations and unuseful large modi�cations.The statistical approach is completely opposite. Its implementation is application dependent and normallysequential, some features relying on the detection of others. This results in a fully controlled but complex programunless the knowledge sources are separated such as in the blackboard implementation.12 By an appropriatestrategy, we can hope for a quick computation. It's also possible to extract global (e. g. con�guration) as well aslocal (components) features. Saving features only, storage space and classi�cation time are dramatically reduced.2.3. Bibliography aspectsNumerous global methods have been presented in the literature. The two famous ones are Kohonen Maps13and Wisard.14Many papers mention the possibility to detect the position of the eyes. However, this doesn't mean theunderlying networks are adapted to face identi�cation because the eyes are very dark and localised areas, oftendetectable by a simple threshold.Rather few papers concern the computer detection of features. One of the richest �eld of research in thatrespect is visual communication which aims at reducing the transmission rate of facial images ("Model-basedimage coding"). For this, an automatic system based on the detection of articulation points allows for synthesisat the receiving end with less than one hundred points and, from time to time, rendering information.15,16 Relatedto this �eld is the synthesis of facial images for animation or surgery applications.17,18The detection of reference points is crucial for the feature approach. It allows parts of the face to be isolated



and measured. They thus give information about con�guration (distance between parts) and classi�cation ofparts (nose length, mouth width, etc). For the latter, an interesting technique consists in matching deformabletemplates to parts of the image, in a roughly predetermined region.19 The parameters of the model which o�erthe best match can be used as features for classi�cation.3. ACQUISITIONThere exists a general compromise between generality and feasibility. On the one hand we would like to have arobust system, independent of lighting conditions, viewpoint and subject's attitude. On the other hand, we wantto keep development and means (hardware and software) below an acceptable limit of complexity. Many decisionsmust be taken at the acquisition level to ensure the possibility of a practical solution. They imply acquisitionguidelines.Acquisition guidelines normally evolve during development. They are adopted to simplify the algorithms orto enable new techniques. They necessitate software modi�cations possibly making old acquisitions inappropriatefor the new strategy. For these reasons, the databases have been currently limited (81 images for 20 persons).3.1. What to acquire?Perhaps the most important acquisition guideline concerns what to acquire. The face application can o�erseveral alternatives concerning the underlying information to acquire (front view, pro�le) as well as the acquisitionsystem (camera, colour, range �nder, 2 cameras, ...).A �rst database was set up with 256�256 8-bit (grey) images of front view faces. The information needed forsimple and automatic identi�cation was hard to �nd because hair, eyes and mouth undergo large modi�cationsand eyebrows can be hidden by spectacles. Also nose and cheek outline detection were sensitive to illumination.We thus naturally turn towards pro�le to study the discriminancy of more static facial parts such as theforehead, the nose and the chin and their simple arrangement in a 1-Dimensional curve. For this, a limiteddatabase was set up according to the guidelines described below.In the future, colour will have to be considered to simplify detection and provide new features (hair colour,lips thickness, etc). The combination of pro�le and front view should also improve signi�cantly the identi�cationbut at the price of additional hardware (or less resolution). In the same spirit, a 3-D sensor would provide for anew approach (less viewpoint sensitive, light and makeup insensitive) and would certainly simplify algorithms.3.2. Acquisition guidelinesDigitisation Images are captured by a standard camera and digitised in a 512�512 8-bit (grey) format. Becausethe digitisation board hasn't square pixels, the image is resampled by a 4/3 factor to give 512�680 images.Due to important height variations among people, a larger dynamic has been devoted to the vertical directionby turning the camera by 90 degrees. This allows to keep the subject close to the camera for a maximumresolution. In the so-acquired images, the face typically takes about 200�300 pixels, a satisfying resolution.No constraint is really associated with digitisation. The programs are written to support a large range ofsizes of grey images. Of course, the largest resolution the best, with a minimum of 256�256 pixels. Toaccount for natural variation, at most two images of the same person were recorded on the same day andone week typically separated two records of the same person.



Illumination Depending on the camera quality, light sources must be added. In our case, two spots have beenused, each one diminishing the shadow created by the other. This additional illumination increases thecontrast between the subject and the background and between the di�erent parts of the face. A careful(but easy) illumination is one key for the success of image processing algorithms.Background For the sake of simplicity, the background has been chosen uniform. Many techniques can beconsidered to deal with other kinds of scenes. For instance, a static background can be removed thanks toa simple di�erence. A white background has been adopted to ease contour detection of the face. This alsomeans only one (complete) face is expected to appear in the image.Subject's co-operation The human face is certainly the most varying part of the human being. It is thusnormal to expect from the subject his co-operation concerning his position, attitude and accessories. Theposition (distance and orientation) relative to the camera is critical. An appropriate distance ensures aminimum resolution and a repetitive orientation allows the analysis of a 3-D problem by a 2-D image. Anormal attitude means a normal expression (especially as far as the mouth and the eyes are concerned)and the appropriate posture (pro�le or front view for instance). These constraints can seem natural to thesubject thanks to particular arrangements (screen to capture the attention or display the subject's face forhis own appreciation). For our purpose, people stand at a distance of 1.5 m from the camera and are askedto gaze at something. They shouldn't wear hat, scarf or glasses although this last requirement (glasses) isnot critical. Mention that an automatic zoom, a 3-D acquisition system or a sequence record could helpgetting rid of many of these constraints but at the price of additional software.Extra information It is always interesting to consider other types of information, especially if they are availablewith the same hardware system. In the early attempts, two pieces of black tape were stuck on the whitebackground to give an estimate of the person's height even if the camera was moved a little. This easyand fruitful feature was soon abandoned due to its speci�city. This kind of constraint should typically beavoided during development and reconsidered for the real application due to its obvious bene�t.4. DATABASE UTILITYHuman faces are very similar. It is certainly the social needs which explain the natural human ability toidentify persons despite this similarity and the intrinsic variability (hair, expression, etc). What we hope foris small intra-class variations (di�erent images of the same person) and large inter-class distances (di�erentpersons). The study of inter and intra classes statistics requires a large number of persons and of images perperson respectively. However, the number of images are kept low during development as long as the acquisitionguidelines are subject to modi�cations.A �rst use of the database consists of the collection of features extracted by human operators. The inputcan be answers to questions (Are lips thick?, ...). One good reference of such a work is.20 The expected resultsconcern the coherence of judgements of an operator and the powerfulness of given features for identi�cation.A step towards automatism can be achieved by requiring the operator to specify directly on the imagesreference points from which to extract features automatically. Above the usual results about the usefulness offeatures, this would add the study of precision and independence.The �nal step towards automatism would be to detect reference points (or regions) by software. Due toillumination, viewpoint and subject's attitude, this is very di�cult. A �eld of application of such an ability isvideo conferencing where faces are synthesised at the receiver end thanks to transmitted articulation points inorder to reduce the amount of data to be transferred.15A last possible application of the database concerns the study of the human ability for face identi�cation, animportant �eld of research.21 In our laboratory, the use of an occulometer allows for the study of eye movements



during the analysis of an image. We hope to get information (or at least con�rm opinions) about the humanstrategy and possibly apply it for computer identi�cation.In what follows, the database will help to verify the adequacy and the robustness of the developed algorithmsand will o�er an estimate of the classi�cation powerfulness of information extracted by the algorithms.5. PROFILE EXTRACTIONPrior to this pro�le study, a front view research has been carried out leading to the conclusion that mostfacial parts important for identi�cation can vary to a large extent (hair, eyes, mouth). Moreover, the extractionof powerful features is far from being simple due to the many degrees of freedom. On the contrary, the pro�le ofa face has the following advantages concerning its use for computerised face identi�cation.First, the pro�le outline, a 1-dimensional curve, possesses a rather important information content relative tothe small number of points (about 200 in our case) it is made of. Algorithms will thus be simple, quick and willrequire little memory.Secondly, the pro�le consists of many static parts, namely the forehead, nose and chin. These parts can hardlybe modi�ed even for a non co-operative subject. We thus foresee the adequacy of simple algorithms for featureextraction with no external inuence or backtracking needs (due to wrong detections in a sequencial program).Thirdly, the pro�le is rather insensitive to normal head rotations. Only the throat and sometimes the chinvary for important upward rotation.Fourthly, the pro�le reveals many obvious reference points from which to derive features or to guide furtherextraction. The nose tip, chin and throat are some examples.Thanks to the white background, faces are easily separated from the background. However, because theillumination of the spots can result in an important shading of the background (a variation of 40 grey levelsbetween the top and the bottom of the image is typical), a simple threshold is not used. Instead, low pass�ltering is applied to reduce the noise e�ect and a high pass �lter reveals the important transitions at the faceoutline. Now background pixels are nearly all zeroes and growing is applied on obvious background pixels. Wethen get a binary image and an edge follower su�ces to follow the outline. The successive points of the outlineare stored to a �le as x, y pairs. 6. CURVATUREThe analysis of a curve can be performed in many ways. Here again, we could distinguish among global,model-based and statistical (feature) approaches. Anyway, it's a good practice to perform a transformation to getrid of variations such as translation, rotation or scale. For a curve, an interesting transformation is its curvatureespecially because it is shift and rotation invariant and because it allows for the detection of relevant referencepoints (local maxima). A template matching procedure based on curvature is used for pro�le analysis in.16The way to compute the local curvature (the inverse of the local radius) is classically to consider the intrinsic



equations of the curve, x(t) and y(t) versus the arc length t, and to compute22K(t) = _x�y � �x _y( _x2 + _y2)3=2where derivatives are relative to t. This was not considered here for several reasons. First, a digital curve hasa lot of noise due to the digitisation grid. The derivatives (especially those of the second order) highlight thatnoise. Secondly, a local estimation is limited to seven possible curvature values (3 positive, 1 null and 3 negativevalues). Wuescher22 invites to convolve the curvature with several gaussian of di�erent variances. This reducesnoise and makes the estimation less local but requires many computations. Thirdly, the dependence of x(t) andy(t) on t complicates the evaluation, because t is constrained to grid increments.The proposed method considers the curvature at a su�ciently large scale. For this, three points at equivalentinterval on the curve are used. A geometric estimation of the curvature was �rst looked for. The arc distanceand the arc area were used individually with satisfying results. Finally, a geometric evaluation of the curvaturewas found as described below.Consider the circle passing through the three points used for curvature evaluation (Figure 1). The objectiveis to compute its radius. Although this is possible by estimating the parameters of the equation of a circle, thereexists a more direct (geometric) manner. From the �gure, you seeR = a2 sin� = b2 sin� = c2 sin because ~b� ~c = bc sin�, we haveK = 1R = 2 ~b� ~ca b c = 2 ~c � ~aa b c = 2 ~a�~ba b cwhich is symmetric in a; b; c as expected. A geometric interpretation is that the radius is the ratio of the productof the triangle sides by for times its area. Obvious veri�cations are the right angle (c = 2R) or the line (R =1).The main advantages of that solution are the simplicity of evaluation (3 distances, 1 cross product) and theavailability of sign to distinguish between concave and convex shapes.There is one problem left, the choice of the three points on the curve. The �rst one is the point where wewant the curvature to be computed. The two other points lie on the curve on each side of the �rst point and ata distance depending on the desired scale. Unfortunately, the available points lie on the digitisation grid, so thatthe desired distance is only approximated (possibly using interpolation between two curve points). The e�ect isa limitation in precision of the curvature, whose amplitude can nonetheless be used as such, even for distances assmall as �ve pixels.6.1. Reference pointsThe �rst direct use of the outline is to get the top of the head involving some averaging to reduce the inuenceof hair. From this top, the curve is analysed horizontally to detect the throat, a very large reduction in horizontalco-ordinate. The ratio (vertical distance from top to throat) / (max horiz size of head) eliminates bad candidates.Possibly, due to bad outline or non-face image, no acceptable throat reference is found and the program exits.



From the throat, the most prominent part above it is searched for and the chin is found. The nose constitutesthe next prominence, going up along the pro�le.Those reference points were perfectly detected with very good precision (and after very little tuning) for allthe images of the database. They also agree with their human localisation. Extracted features will largely relyon those points.
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c �Figure 1: Curvature estimation Figure 2: Features7. FEATURE EXTRACTIONMany features relate to a distance measure. To be representative of the person, they must be normalised tobe scale invariant, i. e. independent of the distance from the camera. The length used for normalisation is thedistance separating the throat and the top reference points. This relatively large distance compensates for thosepoint imprecisions, as demonstrated by practical results.Two global features are extracted from the reference points: the mean width of the face around its middleheight and the global curvature of back hair. Both are not very accurate, especially depending on hair, but theyare su�ciently di�erent among people to help classi�cation.The other features concern the frontside face outline, called the pro�le in what follows, and localised from thefull outline thanks to the top and throat reference points.The curvature of the pro�le is computed for each point as explained in the previous section. The nose andchin reference points are re�ned by picking the closest point with maximal curvature. By the way, the curvatureamplitude and sign of the nose and chin help detecting face inconsistency.As depicted in Fig. 6, the Chin-Nose section typically reveals seven maxima. The three median ones relatingto mouth and lips are not always present and may vary largely. For this reason, they are not used and only fourcurvature maxima are used as features. Their signs are used as face hypothesis veri�cation. The three distancesseparating those four maxima are the next features. As the two inner maxima (concavities) are less accurate, thesum of the three distances was added as feature, providing for a very accurate cue. The last feature concerningthe Chin-Nose section is the area of the curve de�ned thanks to the Chin-Nose segment.



Three characteristics are extracted from the Chin-Throat part. As the throat could be limited by a collar,its associated reference point is not used. Instead a new point is de�ned, maximising the distance from theChin-Throat segment. This distance is used as feature, as well as the curvature at this point and its distance tothe chin (see Fig. 2).Up to that point, 14 features are used as feature vector and face identi�cation will take place thanks to theclassi�cation of those vectors, subject of the next section.8. CLASSIFICATIONThe aim of classi�cation is to group faces based on the similarity of the feature vector extracted from them.Ideally, features extracted from the images of the same person should be very similar and the associated vectorsshould cluster in the N-dimensional space of features. In practice, some features undergo important variations dueto the accuracy of the measure and the stability of the underlying face characteristics. The classi�cation methodmust maximise the chance of assigning an image to its correct class. This depends on the quality of features(accuracy, relative discrimination power) and similarity of faces, and must thus be adapted to the problem andthe features used. The ultimate aim is to have one person per class to achieve full identi�cation. In case of doubt,the list of candidates is still a valuable information for search reduction or multiple sensor approach (fusion).There are at least 4 approaches to perform classi�cation. The �rst one relates to nearest neighbour techniqueswhich assign a new object to the class which minimises some distance measure between the new object and theobjects of the class. The second approach is to derive or estimate probabilities for the application of the Bayesianformula to get class belonging probabilities. The third approach uses arti�cial neural networks to learn from thedatabase the features/class associations, hoping for them to generalise correctly for new feature vectors. Thelast is Fuzzy classi�cation, for which combination rules are used to handle belonging descriptions of features toclasses.Until now, the work has been concentrated on feature extraction and classi�cation is performed thanks to asimple nearest neighbour classi�er. The feature vector extracted from a new image is compared to all featurevectors of the database thanks to a measure of similarity (city block distance, sum of the absolute di�erences).Those measures are grouped by class and averaged to give the class score. The class scores are ordered increasinglyand the �rst class is proposed to represent the person identity. However, in order to reduce false alarms (such asthe identi�cation of a person who is not in the database) the proposition is accepted only if the score is below agiven threshold. This threshold is still heuristical because it depends on the features and on the database, whatis not stable during development. A second key to con�dence, the immunity, is the ratio of two class scores: the�rst bad class score and the desired class score. If a class (person) has typical feature values, its score will be lowand the score of the other classes will be high, resulting in a high immunity. An immunity more than 1.0 meansa right classi�cation.To improve classi�cation results, the relative importance of each feature is weighted by the inverse of itsvariance among all the database entries. This is intended to compensate for the inaccurate or erroneous featurevalues. Of course, in doing so, we decrease the importance of features that naturally vary much among di�erentpersons. This normalisation could be done relative to the variance of the class, but until now, as involving fewimages per class, this may not be representative. Harmon23 has tried both approaches.Up to now, some limitations a�ect the classi�cation scheme. First, the relative importance of the di�erentfeatures is only controlled by variance, subject to caution. Secondly, the features are not independent whatcomplicates the study of feature relevance but, depending on the classi�cation scheme, the use of a combinationof features can be valuable if more stable or discriminant. Third, the present scheme uses all the available features,even if some have unrealistic values. One solution is to limit the maximum possible distance for each feature.



As a conclusion, the present implementation is su�cient to have a complete route to identi�cation. However,concerning its inuence on the global identi�cation e�ciency, some new technique should be adopted. In thatrespect, knowing that features can be completely erroneous, a method looking for the relevant features is welcome.9. RESULTSThe results are presented in the form of one simulation corresponding to the extraction of the 14 features, forthe 81 images of the 20 persons.Table 1 gives the rate of successful identi�cation for di�erent immunities, ratios of two error measures, re-spectively the best out-class match and the correct match. For instance, imposing an immunity of at least 1.1,91% of the images were correctly identi�ed. Depending on the con�dence we need, we will impose some minimumlevel of immunity. Immunity > 2.0 > 1.5 > 1.2 > 1.1 > 1.0Rate 22% 52% 80% 91% 95%Table 1: Success rate versus immunityA �rst result is that we always had the correct class in the �rst 2 best matches. We also had only 4 wrongmatches, what corresponds to immunity values lower than 1.0. When we look at the class scores (not printed) ofthe wrong matches, we noticed their large values (above 10.0) in comparison with right matches (from 3 to 8).We thus have a means to reject our wrong matches (certainly with some good matches). Now, playing with suchthresholds was not considered because other (adaptive) techniques can do the job right away.Looking at the table, we see that 95% of the images are correctly identi�ed with no security margin (immunity> 1.0). Practically, we must choose a minimum immunity greater than 1.0 to avoid false identi�cation due towrong matches. In the present case, the worst immunitywas 0.84 (wrong match) so that we must set the minimumimmunity to at least 1/0.84 = 1.2.There is still one important thing to mention before one can say the recognition ability reaches 80% for 20persons. As you noticed, each person is represented by about four images. Since one of them is used as a testimage, it remains only three in-class images (sometimes two). An error about one of these images (contourdetection or feature extraction) has thus a large impact on the total rate: the intra-class score increases while theextra-class scores decrease and the immunity also decreases. So the rates will be more relevant when they willrepresent much more images, what will certainly increase the success rates.10. PERSPECTIVESAs mentioned, the front view was �rst considered to achieve face identi�cation. The major problem was thedi�culty to �nd invariant features because extracting features was limited by the amount of measurable parts andinvariance must consider illumination, rotation (3!), scale and body changes (hair, mouth and eyes may change alot). On the contrary, the pro�le analysis has revealed easy, quick, robust and accurate localisation of chin andnose. Forehead and eye will certainly share the same properties thanks to new hypotheses (e.g. no glasses).The natural next step is to combine both approaches, starting with the pro�le to get features and reference



points and analysing the front view for new features and con�rmation. As both views are rather independent (ahuman can hardly identify a pro�le view when used to the front view only), we hope to multiply the identi�cationperformance of both approaches (diminished by the presence of common features). Two perpendicular camerascan be used, what implies hardware (acquisition board) and software (registration) overheads. Instead, we willtry to use a mirror at 45 degrees to record on the same image both views. The scale and vertical positioning willbe consistent, reducing registration work. Mention that the pro�le view also gives accurately the distance of thehead from the camera and its up/down orientation.As all faces show the same con�guration of the same parts, and thanks to the prior knowledge of referencepoints, model matching19 seems appropriate. The questions are the availability of usable models and theirpossibility to o�er parameters useful for classi�cation. The simplest template to be considered is the eyebrow,mainly consisting of its length and curvature. The length is certainly a discriminant factor but the curvature, asmodi�ed by expression, may be less directly relevant.Perhaps the most promising method consists in changing from sensor. Cameras o�er a 2-D image of a 3-D object, resulting in rotation and scale incertitude. Their sensitivity to lighting conditions and the rathersmoothness of face surfaces make the use of 3-D estimation from 2-D images unlikely or not accurate enough.On the other hand, a direct 3-D measure such as a range �nder doesn't depend on ambient light, allows forbackground removal (based on distance) and 3-D transformation (rotation and scale). Absolute measures areavailable (e. g. nose length). Mapping a grey level image on a so-acquired 3-D description would be a verydescriptive representation of a face.
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